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❖ Key words:- 

 

I. Pipe  

II. Surrounding 

III. Divide 

IV. House 

V. Uninvited 

VI.  Mice 

VII. Spider    

VIII. Lizard 

IX. Ant 

X. Pecking 

 

❖ Define the given term :- 

I.  Uninvited guest – Small animals who lives in our house without our animals. 

II.  Parts of house -  different rooms of house 

III. Garbage  -    anything that is thrown away because it is not wanted . 

IV. Peck   - the action of a bird using their beak to search for food 

V.  Home - A place or building where u can live and which consists of a floor and roof. 

 

❖ Underline  the odd one :-  

 

I. Bed room   -            stove   ,   bed   ,  almirah  ,  dressing   table   

II. Drawing room  -      television ,  shower ,  sofa ,  table 

III. Kitchen  -     fridge , utensils  , bucket ,  gas stove 

IV.  Bathroom  -   soap , tub , mug  , microwave   
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❖ Answer the following questions. 

 

Q1 .  Why do the all animals and humans  need  a house ? 

Ans -   A house provide a shelter to all .It protect all from rain , heat , cold and out side 

dangers . 

    Q2 .   What sheltered Chhotu from rain when he first come to Mumbai ? 

    Ans  -  Chhotu  sheltered  in the pipe when he first come to Mumbai . 

     Q.3  Name any five uninvited guest who live in our house ? 

    Ans -   lizard , mice , ants , spider , mosquitoes . 

    Q4 .     Where in our house do we usually find bird ?  

    Ans  -   We find  birds in our balcony or courtyard.  

     Q. 5 -  How do we keep our house clean ? 

      Ans -  We clean our house  using broomstick , cleaning mop and  keep  things on    

                  their proper place.  

❖ Activity 

Make a picture of house on chart and label  different parts of it . 
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❖ Key words 

I. Food 

II. Hungry 

III. Cooking 

IV. Meal  

V. Edible   

VI. Soak 

VII. Tapioca                                       

VIII. Tradition and customs 

IX. Variety 

X. Ling- hu - fen 

 

❖ Define the given term 
 

I. Edible -   safe to be eaten as food. 
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II. Soak  -    to place something  in a liquid in order to make wet 

III. Tapioca -   a starch obtained from the cassava root 

IV. Ling- hu – fen  _  a type of dish served in Hongkong.     

V. Meal  -   the food eaten or prepared for eating at one time 

 

❖ Write  T  FOR true and  F for False statement . 

I. In Hongkong , snakes which can be eaten are called ling – fu –hen .   [ T ] 

II. Tapioca grows on tall tress .   [ f ] 

III. Chapatis can  be made from wheat flour . [ t  ] 

IV. A four month  child are not able to eat hard things . [ t  ] 

V. In Goa people eat fish cooked in mustered oil .[ f ]  

 

 

❖ Answer the following questions. 

 

Q1. Why do the  people have  different food habit ? 

Ans  - It  is because they belongs to different families , religion  and  region. 

Q2 . How do you know that you are hungry ? 

Ans  - We can feel the urge to eat something in our stomach ,when we feel hungry. 

Q3.  Who can eat solid food easily and why ? 

Ans  - Those people  have strong teeth and gums can eat hard things very easily. 

Q4.  Who are vegetarians and non vegetarians? 

Ans  -  People who eat vegetables are called vegetarians and who eat meat are called non- 

vegetarians.   

Q5 . Why do we need food ? 

Ans  - Food gives us energy to work , play and stay healthy . 

❖ Activity 

Collect picture of different cosine of India and identify the state that they belongs. 
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❖ Key words : 

I. Saying 

II. Speaking 

III. Situation 

IV. Action 

V. Lip – movement         

VI. Language 

VII. Rumbling chords 

VIII. Expression 

IX. Mudras 

X. Feelings 

 

❖ Word meanings : 

I. Rumbling - to make a low heavy rolling sound 
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II. Deaf - unable to hear anything or is unable to hear very well 

III. Sign language -  a way to convey feelings and messages using .hand movements . 

IV. Mudras and bhavs -   dancers facial expression and hand movement. 

V. Dumb charades – A type of game . 

❖ Fill in the blanks . 

I. Most of us ability to speak and hear. 

II. In dance , the feelings are conveyed through mudras and bhavas . 

III. We all special in our own way . 

IV. Small kids tell a lot through their face and hand before they learn to speak . 

V. Deaf and dumb student are taught sign language in school. 

 

 

❖  Answer the following question. 

      Q.1     Why we are special in our own way ? 

       Ans -  We all have different abilities and qualities  , so we all are special in our own  
                  way. 

       Q .2   Which game is played without speaking ? 

       Ans-  Dumb charade is a game that is played without speaking . 

       Q.3     People who cannot speak , how do they understand others talk ? 

       Ans -  They understand others talk by studying their lip movement . 

       Q. 4    How do the deaf  and dumb people convey their thoughts properly ? 

       Ans-   They can convey their thoughts using sign language. 

       Q .5     Why it is important for all our sense organs to work properly ? 

       Ans -    Sense organs tells us about our surroundings , so our body can work properly.  
           

❖ Activity  
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Draw some emoji showing different facial expression . 


